EUROPEAN COMMISSION
DIRECTORATE-GENERAL HUMAN RESOURCES AND SECURITY

Directorate HR.AMC –Account management Centre
HR.DDG. AMC 8

2019-IPR-H-000-012911

Position for:
Trainee

Videos and animations to communicate on
Science for Policy

As the science and knowledge service of the
Commission, the mission of Joint Research
Centre is to support EU policies with
independent evidence throughout the whole
policy cycle.
The JRC is located in 5 Member States
(Belgium, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and
Spain). Further information is available at :
http://www.jrc.ec.europa.eu

Short description of activity:
The Knowledge Management, Methodologies,
Communities and Disseminination Unit of the
Directorate for Knowledge Management is
looking for a trainee to work with the Visual
Communication team of the unit. He/She will
contribute
to
the
development
of
communication tools for the JRC, aiming at
better communicating our role as the European
Commissions' science and knowledge service.
The role of the trainee will be:
- to produce short promotional videos, trailers
and animations on JRC activities – from
concept and script writing to post-production
and dissemination;
- to produce motion graphics and animations
from existing infographics or other graphic
material;
- to film video interviews of JRC management
and scientists and edit them;
- to edit video material developed by other
units;
- to take photographs during visits and events,
process them and upload them on the JRC
photo gallery
- to take photo reportages of JRC laboratories
and staff, process them and upload them on
the JRC photo gallery.
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Qualifications:
Essential:
- a degree in a relevant topic, such as Fine
Arts or Cinema or Digital Media production and
excellent knowledge of specific software for
video editing (FinalCut, Première), photo
editing (Photoshop) and motion graphics (After
Effects, Motion);
- good writing and oral communication skills
and assertiveness, as well a problem solving
attitude;
- good level of English (B2).
Advantage:
Relevant experience in video making, motion
graphics and photography will be considered
an asset.
For
general
eligibility
requirements,
please read the rules governing the
traineeship scheme of the JRC:
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/working-withus/jobs/temporary-positions/jrc-trainees

Directorate

Knowledge Management

Unit
Indicative duration

Knowledge Management Methodologies,
Communities and Dissemination
5 months

Preferred starting date
JRC Site

As soon as possible
Ispra

Country
JRC contact details

Italy
For any technical problems
application, please contact:
HR-AMC8-RECRUITMENT-TOOLSSUPPORT@ec.europa.eu
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